Getting the Wheels Rolling

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

Most adults can still remember the heady feeling of
independence that accompanied acquiring their license
to drive. It’s a feeling that isn’t limited to teens. The
mastery of forward motion on wheels drives a satisfying
sense of freedom at every age. When kids get their first
set of wheels, it puts them on the road to independence
as well as enhancing gross motor skills, cultivating balance and developing coordination. The following rides
are great starts toward getting little ones rolling on the
road to independence.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Fly Bike

Radio Flyer Ziggle

Ideal for riders on the go,
the Fly Bike is ready to roll at
a moment’s notice. Designed
for indoor and outdoor use,
the Fly Bike offers a threewheeled base for beginning
gliders. Pedal-free, the bike is
propelled by feet and sized for
the littlest riders who feel too big to be pushed (and are young
yet for balance bikes). The added appeal of the Fly Bike is its
portability. It folds down into a small bundle that kids can easily
carry and it stores in the back seat of a car. The Fly Bike goes
everywhere so little riders can roll anywhere they go.

Powered by kid energy
alone, the Radio Flyer Ziggle
is all action for young riders.
Kids generate forward motion
on the Ziggle by twisting the
handlebars while wiggling the
back. The caster-style wheels
also create the opportunity
for 360 degree travel and turns. As riders develop their “Ziggle
wiggle”, they can explore the spin-out capabilities of the widebased, low-sling Ziggle. The Ziggle doesn’t have brakes, so it’s
ideal for riding and spinning on flat surfaces. For the kid with
energy to burn, or the child who needs more physical activity,
exercise is definitely a benefit that comes with the Ziggle!

(Chrome Inc)

(Radio Flyer)

Batman Baby
Walker

PlasmaBike
(PlaSmart)

With a cool design that
mimics the fast track racers, the PlasmaBike has all
the visual cues of a speed
bike. But it’s actually a much
simpler ride. The PlasmaBike
is crafted with lightweight,
safe materials and has no
gears, chains or pedals. It’s
extra wide wheels and limited turn range help little riders keep
this balance bike upright in its stationary position. Bolstering their
confidence as they develop their coordination, the PlasmaBike
combines bike fun with balance training as kids cultivate their
skills on wheels.

(Kids Embrace)

Babies know that they’ve
leveled up once they age into
the walker that allows them
to move about, to have some
autonomy. It’s a small but important step when toddlers learn
that they can control the motion
of their conveyance. And, if we’re honest, there really is no cooler
conveyance than a baby Batmobile. The Baby Batman walker features all the awesome hallmarks of the DC detective’s ride, as well
as an activity tray with a key that starts a rumbling engine sound, a
gear shift, lights and more. Adjustable heights and a high backrest
ensure comfort for the babe behind the wheel. It’s true that there
are other rolling walkers available, but if there’s a Batman wheeled
walker...always be Batman.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
Alternative Alphabets
Alphabet books are common fixtures in the literary landscape of children. The ‘A is for apple, B is for ball’ formats are popular and usually feature recognizable objects from kids’ environments to introduce the alphabet
sounds. But the building blocks of our language offer much broader opportunities for artistic treatments that go beyond the customary ‘ABC’ fare.
The following titles explore and celebrate the alphabet through captivating
alternative avenues!

ALPHA

by Isabelle Arsenault (Candlewick Press)
Based on the NATO phonetic alphabet, this title features the words that military branches,
first responders and relief organizations use to clarify letters as they are spoken. For example, the
word ‘five’ would be spelled ‘Foxtrot - India – Victor – Echo’ for clarification. Each letter in this book
is part of a two-page spread that features an image with connections to its NATO code. Sometimes the letter/word connection to the artwork is obvious and other times it’s obscure. But always
the pictures inspire thoughtful exploration and conversation between readers. Part ABC primer,
part art book, ALPHA is a Tango – Oscar – Papa choice for the alphabet book shelf.

The Numberlys

by William Joyce & Christina Ellis (Atheneum / Simon & Schuster)
In a monochromatic world of no nonsense numbers, everything adds up and
numerals are the name of the game. But in a place without words, there can be
no books, or colors, or even pizza. So five friends in this numberly city join forces
to create something...more. They begin to manipulate the numbers around them
to build new shapes that will enrich their bland and orderly world. With Art Deco
sensibilities, the rich sepia-tone edge-to-edge illustrations demand study as color
is slowly introduced and the evolution of the alphabet breathes life into the world
formerly dictated by numbers. With endless secrets to discover in the art, The Numberlys can be counted on for repeat reading.

8: An Animal Alphabet

by Elisha Cooper (Orchard / Scholastic Press)
While alphabet books that feature animals are not new to the ABC theme, this title from Elisha Cooper offers a refreshing challenge to readers. Introducing an unparalleled menagerie of creatures, each
page dedicated to a letter of the alphabet features a menagerie of creatures whose name begins with
the letter – including eight representations of one animal in particular. In addition to learning about more
uncommon animals, readers are also encouraged to explore counting on each page to find the ‘eight’
among the many. With a fine glossary at the end of the book, this animal alphabet is a choice title to
both reinforce alphabet sounds as well as introduce cool trivia about more obscure creatures around
the world.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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